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Look out for these American Indian Activities!
by Bailey Quinn, AIA CVC

Hi my name is Bailey Quinn and I am your 2021 AIA chairman! If you don't
know, AIA stands for American Indian Activities. I look forward to serving all
of you this Conclave that has been two years in the making. We are going to
have an amazing time together and I am more than excited to share what we
have in store with you. To start off, all of the AIA will be held in the old dining
hall across from the trading post. In the morning at 8:10 am AIA will be
holding a craft session where you can build your own regalia.
To wrap up the morning session we
will be showing a video from National
Order of the Arrow about Indian
regalia. Moving on to our afternoon
session, there has been a bit of a
change of schedule. We will still meet
at 7:00 for the powwow. However,
the dance competition will be held
during the powwow itself. That about
wraps up AIA. Thank you for your
support of the section and I am more
than excited to see you at AIA.
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What is Quest for the
Golden Arrow?
by Steven Misczenski, Quest CVC

Arrowmen,
My name is Steven Misczenski and you will be
meeting me shortly after lunch for Quest
Games 2021. This year we will be introducing a
new game called Wischixin. With this new
game come a litany of new rules to follow,
most rules are in place to mitigate injury risk.
The Goals in this game will be barrels. A ball
will be the device of play. A single point will be
added to your score for putting the ball into
the barrel, however the ball must constantly be
moving like volleyball (if you are keeping the
ball it must be passed between your hands in a
continuous manner). Failure to do such will
result in minus 1 point. A circle will be set up
around the barrel (8 feet in diameter), and if
you step into the circle that will be minus one
point
for
your
team.
Unsportsmanlike
excessive physical contact will result in minus
1 point for the first offence, minus 2 for the
second offence and an ejection for the third
offence.
Referees can eject you at any time for severe
unsportsmanlike contact. Profanity will be met
with minus 2 points for the first offence and
ejection for a further infraction. Arguing with
judges is minus 2 points, with an additional
minus 5 points for complaining about a minus 2
point penalty for arguing with judges. ANY
OFFICIAL’S DECISSION IS FINAL. Standing
within 10 feet of a judge while they’re holding
the ball is a loss of one point.
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Clear boundaries will be established and
the ball and players interacting with the
ball must remain in those boundaries. In
the event of the ball clearly goes out of
bounds off a player from team 1 then a
player from team
2 will throw the ball back into play from
where it left play. If there is confusion
regarding who the ball went off of a judge
will throw the ball back into play. (The 10
foot rule applies). If the ball falls dead onto
the field a referee will throw the ball back
into play. Judges will throw the ball back
into play at center field when a goal is
scored. There are 3 judges on the field,
one for each goal and one in the center
field. The game can be played in uneven
teams if there are <7 players per team.
Games will be played in 4 minutes full
games with running clocks. If there is a tie
at the end of the 4 minute game the team
that scores the final point of the game
loses. In the final game of the tournament
if there is a tie two 2-minute overtime
games will be held. If there is a tie at the
end of both overtimes the team that
scored the final point will lose the game.

A demonstration will be done prior to the
game and a random drawing of seeds for
lodges will be done with the 8 and 9 seed
playing the first game.
We will also be featuring a remix of the
sponge relay where established end zones will
be marked and all water scored will be carried
by a player, Milk Crate endurance through the
entirety of quest, (where bribing your
opponents
is
not
only
allowed
but
encouraged), a speed tower of cards, baby
bottle chug, cup pyramid, penny hose, and
quest favorites Tug of War and frozen T-Shirt.
Rules are included in this issue of the
Elogamgussit.
Overall Scoring will follow the point structure
outlined in the quest rules with points being
assigned for first, second, third, and
participant.
I look forward to seeing all 9 lodges
represented at Quest after lunch and wish
everyone good luck! I hope this head to head
competition will be a welcomed change to the
traditional quest format!
Yours in Brotherhood,
Steven Misczenski

Other Quest Games include:
- Sponge Relay

- Tower of Cards

- Frozen T-shirt

- Cup Pyramid

- Tug of War

-Penny Hose

- Milk Crate Endurance
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Interview with Zach Mistrot!
Southern Region, Section 2 Chief

Howdy, everyone, my name is Zack Mistrot, and I
have the pleasure of serving as the SR-2 Section
Chief. The Section comprises nine lodges spanning
North Texas and portions of Louisiana, Arkansas,
and Oklahoma. Currently, I will be a freshman at the
University of Texas at Austin to study psychology. I
participate in UT's powerlifting team, cycling team,
the Austin Meal Movement, and various other
student organizations outside the classroom. In my
free time, I enjoy cooking, trying new recipes and
lifting. French toast is my favorite breakfast food,
my favorite color is blue, and Frank's is my favorite
hot sauce.
What is your Most Important
Accomplishment?
I'm proud of accomplishing being the
Senior Crew Leader for NAYLE and the
Senior Patrol Leader for NYLT. I truly
believe in leaving a legacy on people and
improving the quality of people's lives;
through those national trainings, I've had
the amazing opportunity to inspire people
to be the best versions of themselves.
This year, a girl came up to me at the end
of NAYLE with a letter written to the
staff. She explained that before she
attended NAYLE, she felt lost, isolated,
and melancholic. Afterwards, however,
she said she had fun, made friends, and
discovered who she was. I read the letter
to my staff and almost began tearing up at
how much impact we had made on that
girl.
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Zach is a special guest
here at the SR-6 Conclave!
If you see him around, be
sure to say Hi, and give
him a warm SR-6 Welcome.

What is your favorite part
of the Order of the Arrow?
I absolutely love meeting
people in the Order of the
Arrow. I enjoy going to
Lodge
events,
Section
Conclaves, and National
events, working with other
people across the nation and
learning how other people
and their culture function. In
meeting these new people, I
like to build the bonds of
brotherhood
with
other
people, and I enjoy how
everyone in the OA is so
inviting. I feel like I belong
to
this
community
of
dedicated individuals.

Who is Someone you Admire?
Someone I admire is certainly
Greg Doucette: IFBB Pro
Bodybuilder and record-holding
powerlifter. I found Greg's
YouTube channel in September of
2020, and since then, he has
vastly changed the way I view
nutrition, training, and even my
lifestyle in general. He preaches
about making dieting and training
simple, and he advocates for
always trying to be better than
last time in everything you do,
from lifting to work to life as a
whole. Greg has served as an
inspiration for me to get out
there, try new things, be my best
self, and continually accomplish
realistic goals.
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Do you have an idea for
Next Conclave's Theme?
Ideas for the next Conclave

Share your ideas at
the link below:
bit.ly/sr6vote22
Every year, the Council of Chiefs meets to
talk about the upcoming conclave. One of
the biggest aspects of that is the theme.
This year's theme for conclave was the
"Ties of Brotherhood". Examples may be:
Make your Moment, Outer Space, Family
Feud, Anything! If you have an idea, let us
know:
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Arrowman Spotlight

Conclave Meme Collection Vol.2
I come to conclave
for the patches.

Since the last issue of the
Elogamgussit (early July) there
have been no submissions for the
Arrowman Spotlight.

I come to conclave
for the powwow.

The Arrowman Spotlight isn't a
conclave award, and doesn’t
receive a trophy, but is meant to
showcase high quality Arrowmen
from across the section. The
thought process here is to be able
to highlight those arrowmen that
otherwise wouldn’t receive this
level of recognition.
Examples could include a lodge
chairmen
that
completely
redesigned their chapter or lodge
website cheerfully; or a CVC that
went above and beyond in service
and devotion to others. This gives
many people the opportunity to be
“spotlighted” on the section level,
that
wouldn't
receive
that
recognition otherwise.
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